SELECTED PROCEDURE

“4-Germany 02”

The Dean of the Faculty of Arts of the University of West Bohemia in Pilsen (hereinafter referred to as the “Announcer”) announces the opening of a selection procedure for academic workers for the following positions:

Academic Worker

Research focus of the expert team:
World history: history of international relations in the mid 19th century, the role of secondary countries in the European states system, the politicisation of society in reaction to the violations of international law.

Description of the expert research:
The goal of the scholarly research in Berlin is the analysis of the reaction of the lesser states’ inhabitants, particularly in the German states, to the violations of international law from the 1830s to the 1850s. It deals with the politicisation of German society owing to the decline of the international order established at the end of the Napoleonic Wars. This original topic requests a multidisciplinary approach within various scholarly fields like international and social history, history of international law and political science, as well as rich linguistic skills, the implementation of new methodology and the research of various primary sources housed in a considerable number of archives and libraries.

Description of the work position:
The selected scholar will reinforce the scholarly team at Institut für Geschichtswissenschaften, Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, led by Professor Birgit Aschmann. Her/his workload will be the participation in the activities of the host department, the accomplishment of the VaV working plan and own scholarly activities including the dissemination of scholarly outputs in prestigious journals and conferences.

Qualification Requirements:
- a properly completed Master's Degree Programme as well as Ph.D. student status at university or higher education institution in the Czech Republic eventually properly completed Doctoral Study Programme or properly completed similar Study Programme abroad recognized in accordance with Act No. 111/1998 Coll., on Higher Education Institutions and on the Amendment and Supplementation of Other Acts (Higher Education Act), as amended, with the study completion date before 1. 2. 2012.
- publishing activities - in the last 5 years: at least 3 publication outputs,
- participation in at least one international grant or national grant over the last 5 years as a researcher or co-researcher; these do not include internal grants of a research organization,
- excellent knowledge of the German language (including the Kurrent/German cursive),
- good knowledge of English (at least at the CAE level or its equivalent),
- experience with research on the research topic of the specialist team.
The position can only be filled by an Applicant working at a minimum of 0.5 workload over a period of up to 6 months.
Salary proposed: 114 000 CZK (gross monthly wage; workload 1.0 – 40 hours/week)
Place of work: Institut für Geschichtswissenschaften, Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin
Expected commencement of work: 1 September 2019

Required Form of the Applicant's Application:
- structured curriculum vitae,
- a copy of the documents proving achieved education (Ph.D. diploma or its equivalent),
- copies of documents proving the achieved level of the English language (CAE level or its equivalent),
- full bibliographic data of articles published in impacted journals (please provide, in particular, articles relating to the orientation of the working position, including the impact factor of the journal at the time of their publication),
- complete bibliographic data of works published in proceedings of significant (referred to in WoS or SCOPUS) international conferences relating to the focus of the activity at the listed position,
- overview of research teams (especially international) with whom the Applicant has worked so far, including the projects in which the Applicant was involved.

Note: The reference date for values of impact factors and inclusion of a work in proceedings and/or relevant databases is: 1 February 2019.

For detailed information, please refer to https://projekty.zcu.cz/mobility-3.0-homepage.html website.

Deadline for publishing: 15 February 2019
Period for submission of applications is from 15 February 2019 to 15 March 2019.

Candidates should send their applications to the attention of:
Mgr. Svatoslava Kožíková, e-mail: kozikova@rek.zcu.cz
University of West Bohemia – Section of Vice-Rector for Research and Development, Univerzitní 8, 301 00 Pilsen, Czech Republic.

The application form, together with all the required documents, is to be submitted electronically.

This activity is carried out as part of implementation of the Mobility 3.0 Project reg. no. CZ.02.2.69/0.0/0.0/16_027/0008370.